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1964-1974 Complete Grille Hardware Sets

Every grill mounting set includes all the necessary hardware to BAICMN3083
mount the grill assembly
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

84.99

1968 Grill Screen Trim (Inner) - PR

Replacement grill screen trim for 1968 Barracuda models. These BAICMA1158
trim pieces surround the grill screens and feature correct chrome
plating.

363.38

1968 Grill Screens - PR

Grill screens for 1968 Barracuda models. Replace your damaged BAICMA2465
or broken originals and give your front end a new look. These grill
screens are all black and do not feature silver accents.

364.99

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1968 Grill Set

Grill set includes the grill screens, grill trim, and the headlamp BAICRM4133
bezels

1019.99

1968 Headlamp Bezels - PR

Replacement headlamp bezels for 1968 Barracuda models. BAICMA4737
Feature correct contours with the black painted center along the
border of the frame.

716.99

1968-1969 Grill Spacer Set

If your going to replace your grill then we highly recommend BAICMN1792
replacing the mounting hardware. Set comes with spacers, bolts
and clips. Spacers come black or white.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

79.99

1969 Grill Housing - PR

Replacement grill housings for 1969 Barracuda models. BAICMA2467
Manufactured from pot metal with correct silver finish. Edge trim
not included.

984.99

1969 Grill Screen Trim (Inner) - PR

Replacement grill screen trim for 1969 Barracuda models. These BAICMA1157
trim pieces surround the grill screens and feature correct chrome
plating.

249.99
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1969 Grill Screen Trim (Outer) - PR

Replacement outer grill trim for 1969 Barracuda models. These BAICMA4738
pieces are mounted to the outer edge of the grill housings, and
feature the correct chrome finish.

984.99

1969 Grill Screens - PR

Grill screens for 1969 Barracuda models. Replace your damaged BAICMA1156
or broken originals and give your front end a new look.

653.99

1969 Grill Set

Grill set includes the grill screens, inner and outer grill trim, and BAICRM4134
the grill housing.

3099.99

1970 Barracuda Center Grill (Unpainted)

Reproduction center grill for 1970 Barracuda models. BAICME175948
Manufactured to factory specifications featuring original style
mounting points, park lamp provisions, and trim attachment
points. Must be painted to match original.

425.99

1970 Barracuda Center Lower Grill Molding

Reproduction grill moldings for 1970 Barracuda models. BAICME175947
Manufactured to factory specifications featuring original style
contours and stainless finish.

89.99

1970 Barracuda Center Upper Grill Molding

Reproduction grill moldings for 1970 Barracuda models. BAICME175946
Manufactured to factory specifications featuring original style
contours and stainless finish

89.99

1970 Barracuda Headlamp Bezel Molding - LH

Reproduction headlamp bezel moldings for 1970 Barracuda BAICME175949
models. Manufactured to factory specifications featuring original
style contours and stainless finish

89.99

1970 Barracuda Headlamp Bezel Molding - RH

Reproduction headlamp bezel moldings for 1970 Barracuda BAICME175950
models. Manufactured to factory specifications featuring original
style contours and stainless finish

89.99

1970 Grill Bar Clip Set - 8PC

Reproduction of the grill bar clips for 1970 Barracuda models 8 BAICME1549
piece set.

39.99

1970 Grill Bar Set (w/clips)

Factory-style replacement grill bars for 1970 Barracuda models. BAICME1548
Designed and manufactured to factory specifications, this all new
grill bar set will replace the original in both appearance and fit.
Featuring correct red color, these bars mount across the center
of the grill of 1970 Barracuda models. Mounting clips are
included. Additional clips also available separately.

169.99

1970 Grill Inserts (AAR) - PR

Factory-style replacement grill inserts for 1970 AAR 'Cuda BAICME1551

543.99
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models. These inserts are mounted in each side of the grill
openings. Sold as apair, each grill insert features chrome finish
and proper mounting studs to correctly replace the original in
both fit and appearance. Mounting clips not included.

1970 Plymouth Barracuda/'Cuda Grill Set

This factory-style replacement grill and headlamp bezel set is BAICME1554
manufactured in injection molded ABS as original and features
the
correct
contours
and
mounting
points.Set
includes:GrillHeadlamp bezels/bucket areasUpper trimLower
trimHeadlamp
bezel
trimMopar
Authentic
Restorationª
ProductThis all new grill will replace the original in both
appearance and function.Important:Grills are unassembled and
unpainted. Can be installed on either a Barracuda or 'Cuda model
but must be painted to match (gray for Barracuda, black for
'Cuda) the model.Note: Shipped oversize.

811.99

1971 Grill Molding Set - 6PC

Factory-style replacement grill molding set for 1971 Barracuda BAICME1649
models. These are the moldings that fill each of the six gill slats in
the front grill. Sold as a 6-piece set, each grill molding features
chrome finish and proper mounting studs to correctly replace the
original in both fit and appearance.

369.99

1971 Grille & Headlamp Bezel Set

Replacement grill for 1971 Barracuda and 'Cuda models. BAICMN2191
Features correct contours, mounting points, and includes all the
stainless trim as well as headlamp bezels. Grill is shipped
unassembled, and must be painted to match the original finish

1102.99

1971 Grille Screen Clips

Reproduction grill screen clips for 1971 Barracuda models. These BAICMN8057
small rectangular clips are what secure the six grill screens to the
grill assembly.

44.99

1972-1974 Grill Molding - PR

Factory-style replacement grill moldings for 1972-74 Barracuda BAICME1550
models. These are the moldings that surround the two grills. Sold
as a pair, each grill molding features chrome finish and proper
mounting studs to correctly replace the original in both fit and
appearance.

324.99

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Barracuda parts and has been serving you for over 25 years.
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794
Our Mailing Address:
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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